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Introduction 

One of the most important concerns of any society is the moral-religious 

education of children and adolescents. Undoubtedly, this education is 

more acceptable to the children and adolescents when it is accompanied 

with artistic delight found in a musical and literary tone. The subject of 

"Mahdism" is one of the topics that has a special place in the Shia 

religion, and a number of poets and writers have tried to create poems 

or stories for children and adolescents about this topic. 

Yahya Alavifard is one of the poets who pays special attention to 

this topic in several poetry collections and tries to use special artistic 

techniques in the structure and content of his poems to convey this 

concept to children and adolescents. It is the aim of this article to 

examine these literary aspects in his poetry. 
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Method 

Using a descriptive-analytical method, this research examines the 

concept of Mahdism in the works of Yahya Alavifard and analyzes the 

way this concept is expressed and presented to children and adolescents 

by focusing on five poetry collections: Permanent Spring, Innovation 

Is This, God Grant There Will Always Be War, Muhammad Will Come 

Again and Gift for Everyone. 

 

Discussion 

In his collections of poems about Mahdism, Yahya Alavifard tries to 

have innovations in the structure and the content of the poems, which 

make his poetry distinct and attractive. The most prominent aspect of 

his art in structure and form of poetry, is choosing words suitable for 

children and adolescents. He usually uses plain and easy words that can 

be understood by this group of audience. He rarely uses colloquial 

words to create intimacy in poetry. 

Another feature that is remarkable in the structure of his poetry is 

the method of conveyance of the message. Alavifard usually avoids 

inducing the message directly to the audience, and involves her/him in 

the subject matter with a special ingenuity and allows her/him to make 

her/his own decision while he himself has intelligently chosen the 

desired result for her/him. 

Another advantage of Alavifard's poetry is the music of the 

poems. In his poetry collections, we can see various formats such as 

ghazel, chahar pareh (connected quatrains), mosammat, sekhashti and 

quatrain. In all these formats he uses joyful and melodious rhythms 

appropriate for the taste of children and adolescents. It can be said that 
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half of his poems on this topic are composed in "rarmal” meter and the 

other half in "rajaz" meter, both of which are very joyful. The choice of 

striking rhymes has also added to the music of his poetry. 

The most important and frequent subject matter in Alavifard's 

poetry is the Second Coming. By citing verses and traditions, he tries 

to narrate the conditions and even the day and time of the Second 

Coming to the audience, and to depict this incident in a very attractive 

and glorious way for the child. 

Another frequent theme in his poetry is the theme of waiting. He 

describes a hopeful person who looks at the bright horizons of the future 

which is full of justice and truth. This person believes that this will 

happen and all demons and oppressions will disappear after that. In this 

topic, he aligns himself and the whole universe with the audience. 

"The beautiful sun comes/ It rises from the mountain/ 

In my eyes on Friday morning/ Everything is beautiful/ 

Every Friday until the peak of noon/ The sun comes 

with us/ This peak is the apex of assignation/ Where 

the master of the world comes/ Until noon I’m looking 

forward/ Is he coming today?” 

In addition, he tries to connect the topic of waiting with contemporary 

and current events, especially war and the front line. 

"One day the father went to the fronts/ there was no 

more trace of him/.../ Now that the father is not with us/ 

the plan of life is here/ we are waiting for the dawn of 

the light/ the light that is always in our hearts." 
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Conclusion 

Yahya Alavifard is one of the poets who has mainly written children’s 

and adolescents' poetry in recent years. His poems, while having 

innovative themes, adhere to moral and often religious principles and 

are in accordance with the moral ideals of Islam. Among his religious 

compositions, the topic of Mahdism, especially waiting and the Second 

Coming, are more important and more frequent. He has his own special 

artistic technique in writing these poems. 

In all his compositions related to Mahdism, his style is narrative. 

He often does not mention his purpose at the beginning of his poem, in 

order to apply the artistic capacities of his poetry and to lead the 

audience's mind into search of a various narrative through his 

composition. 

The most important artistic techniques of Alavifard are the choice 

of appropriate words, imagination, musical elements, the use of new 

formats and the connection of religious themes with contemporary 

social issues. 

In the majority of his poems about Mahdism, wherever Alavifard 

deals with the issue of the coming of the Savior, he considers a 

documented narrative extracted from authentic books of Shiite 

traditions. On the surface, this approach may seem unpoetic, but in his 

poetry, this documentation is overshadowed by the artistic dimension 

of poetry; so that even without prior knowledge of the text of the hadith, 

it is difficult to find it in the text of the poem.  

The unique aspect of his method of expressing Mahdism themes 

is that he first directly or indirectly refers to one of the common 

challenges that plagues the world due to injustice; finally, by pointing 
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to the savior, and by giving the good news of his coming, he assures the 

audience of solving the issue of oppression and ending of injustice. 

While bringing delight to the audience through the poem, this enigmatic 

method, which is accompanied with a kind of questioning and curiosity 

in the children and adolescents, it does not engage the questioning mind 

of the child and adolescent with an unanswered question since the 

question is answered by the poet himself and with the promise of a good 

news. In other words, it creates hope and optimism for the future.  

In general, it can be said that in the five selected works under 

study: a) among the themes of Mahdism, the subject of waiting is the 

most frequent; b) among the artistic techniques, choosing appropriate 

words had the highest frequency; c) about the music, the prosodic 

rhythm of ramal and its derivatives were used most often; d) and finally, 

among the five selected poetry collections, Mohammed Will Come 

Again was evaluated as more creative, more profound and more 

beautiful than the other four collections. 
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